
ZEBRA MC3300  
MOBILE COMPUTER 
RAISE YOUR EXPECTATIONS. 
WE’LL MEET YOU THERE.
You’re tough on your technology—from the rigors of your  
rugged workplace to the demand for ease, reliability,  
and all the functions to increase worker productivity. 
Hardworking people demand a hardworking mobile  
computer and nothing does the job like the new MC3300. 
From front-of-store to the warehouse, it has the  
features – such as increased picking rates,  
easier aim and more – that finish the job.

CSSI has the power tool to exceed all your expectations.  
The Zebra MC3300 mobile computer presents world-class 
features, functionality, and performance.

VERSATILITY.  
 
The MC3300 features four scanning form factors— gun-style, turret with rotating head, 
and straight shooter at 0° and 45°—plus the choice of three keypads. Mix and match 
to create the utility tool that matches your needs.
 

 

RUGGEDNESS. 
 
Zebra’s legendary toughness enables drops from up to 5 feet, and over 1,000 tumbles 
at 3.2 feet. IP54 sealing protects against dust, Gorilla Glass touchscreen resists 
scratches, and the MC3300 keeps working in temperatures from -4°F to 122°F.

SPEED. 
 
1.8Ghz processor delivers lightning speed that boosts productivity, with up to  
3 times the power of competitor’s standards. 



CSSI has earned the certification of Zebra Premier Partner. We’re committed  
to providing the right solutions to your challenges. Get a closer look at the  
Zebra MC3300 mobile computer with a CSSI expert.

VISIBILITY.  
 
The 4-inch display presents a bigger view, and pre-loaded All-touch Terminal  
Emulation lets you turn green screens into more intuitive, user-friendly touchscreens, 
with no back-end modification required.
 

 
SECURITY.  
 
The MC3300 comes pre-loaded with Zebra’s Mobility Extensions (Mx), which  
elevates Android to an enterprise-grade operating system, including tighter  
security and device management. Add Lifeguard™ for Android™ to extend  
the security and support even farther.

DATA CAPTURE.  
 
Easily grab 1D and 2D codes with Zebra’s superior scanning engine—short-, long-,  
or mid-range. Use SimulScan to capture text fields, phone numbers, images,  
signatures, check boxes, and entire documents—with just one press of the button.

 

BATTERY LIFE.  
 
The PowerPrecision+ battery powers up in half the time. The warm swap function  
and metrics on battery health maximize the device’s uptime.
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